Flood
DuraForm
FLDS/FLDM/FLDL Flood Family

Electrical Connection:
•

Connect the black fixture lead to the input voltage supply or Hot 1 (208V/240V/480V wiring).

•

Connect the white fixture lead to the neutral supply or Hot 2 (208V/240V/480V wiring).

•

Connect the Green ground lead to the incoming ground wire.

•

If DIMD or WLDC external controls options are selected, connect the purple dimming positive lead to the control’s dimming positive lead and the grey dimming negative lead to the control’s dimming negative lead.
IMPORTANT: Close fixture access door and tighten the door screws to 27 in-lbs torque or properly close 2x latches if latch
option was selected.

•

SLF—Slip Fitter Mount
Note: Tenon must be 3.75” or longer.

Note: 7 pin NEMA Twist Lock Receptacle option aiming
restricted to 0-90o per ANSI C136.10
STEP 1:
Remove splice cover screws and splice cover to access
wire splice area.

Centering rib for
2-3/8” tenons

STEP 2:
Route the supply wire through the tenon. Secure the
supply wire to keep from sliding back down the pole.
Route wire through slip fitter arm into splice area.
STEP 3:
Holding routed wires in the splice area, carefully lower
luminaire onto tenon. The slip fitter should be centered
on the tenon. For 2-3/8” tenons a centering rib is cast
into the slip fitter base to help guide the centering.
Check to ensure that wires are not pinched between the
inside of the slip fitter and top of tenon and that luminaire and wires rotate freely.
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DuraForm Installation Instructions
SLF—Slip Fitter Mount
Note: Tenon must be 3.75” or longer.

HORIZONTAL ANGLE ADJUSTMENT
STEP 4:

Secure the luminaire on the tenon. To keep the luminaire centered on
the tenon, hand tighten the slip fitter set screws in a star pattern
around the slip fitter using a 3/16” Allen wrench until the tip of the
screws just engage the tenon. (Do not fully tighten). Using the built in
aiming sight at the top edge of the luminaire rotate the luminaire horizontally until the desired aiming target is centered in the aiming window. Tighten the set screws to 20 ft.-lbs when the final horizontal position is set.
STEP 5:
Make electrical connections per Electrical Connection section (pg. 1)
inside the splice area. When complete replace the splice cover and
screws removed in Step 1. Ensure that the gasket is correctly in place
before tightening splice cover and screws.

SLF—Slip Fitter Mount
Note: Tenon must be 3.75” or longer.

VERTICAL ANGLE ADJUSTMENT
NOTE: Angle adjustment can be made before luminaire installation.
STEP 6:
After the luminaire is installed, the vertical angle of the luminaire can be adjusted within the limits of the aiming diagram
(pg.1) in 5° increments.
STEP 7:
To adjust the vertical angle, loosen the 1/2–13 X 1.75” socket
cap bolt located in slip fitter Arm. (Do NOT remove bolt.)
Loosen only enough to allow rotation of cast teeth.
STEP 8:
Using the aiming sight and the degree indicators shown as a
guide, rotate vertically the luminaire to the desired position
and retighten the bolt loosened in Step 7 to 47 ft.-lbs.
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DuraForm Installation Instructions
SFC—Slip Fitter Mount with Cord
Note: Tenon must be 3.75” or longer.

HORIZONTAL ANGLE ADJUSTMENT
STEP 1:

The slip fitter should be centered on the tenon—see STEP 3 and cutaway illustration on page1. To keep the luminaire centered on the tenon, hand tighten the slip fitter set screws in a star pattern around the
slip fitter using a 3/16” Allen wrench until the tip of the screws just engage the tenon. (Do not fully tighten). Using the built in aiming sight at
the top edge of the luminaire rotate the luminaire horizontally until the
desired aiming target is centered in the aiming window. Tighten the set
screws to 20 ft.-lbs when the final horizontal position is set.
STEP 2:
Route the supplied cord to the electrical junction box provided by others. Make electrical connections per the Electrical Connection section
(pg.1) inside junction box. Replace junction box gasket and cover.
NOTE: Electrical connections can be made after installation.

SFC—Slip Fitter Mount with Cord
Note: Tenon must be 3.75” or longer.

VERTICAL ANGLE ADJUSTMENT
NOTE: Angle adjustment can be made before luminaire installation.
STEP 3:
After the luminaire is installed, the vertical angle of the luminaire can be adjusted within the limits of the aiming diagram (pg. 1) in 5° increments.
STEP 4:
To adjust the vertical angle, loosen the 1/2–13 X 1.75” socket cap bolt located in slip fitter Arm. (Do NOT remove bolt.)
Loosen only enough to allow rotation of cast teeth.
STEP 5:
Using the aiming sight and the degree indicators shown as
a guide, rotate vertically the luminaire to the desired position and retighten the bolt loosened in Step 7 to 47 ft.-lbs.
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DuraForm Installation Instructions
YOK—Yoke Mount

Note: 7 pin NEMA Twist Lock Receptacle option aiming
restricted to 0-90o per ANSI C136.10

STEP 1:
Place Yoke bracket in location desired and secure to surface with a minimum of qty. 2 1/2”
bolts or studs provided by others. See yoke mount detail above and mount using 12” or 20”
spacing depending on luminaire size. Note that 0.78” O.D. (25/32” or 20mm) center hole can
also be used for mounting in addition to BUT NOT EXCLUSIVELY WITHOUT other two bolts.
STEP 2:
Route the supplied cord to the electrical junction box provided by others.
STEP 3:
Make electrical connections per Electrical Connection section (pg. 1) inside junction box.
STEP 4: Replace junction box gasket and cover.
NOTE: Electrical Connections can be made after installation is finished.
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DuraForm Installation Instructions
YOK—Yoke Mount
VERTICAL ANGLE ADJUSTMENT
NOTE: Angle adjustment can be made before luminaire installation.
STEP 5:
After the luminaire is installed, the vertical angle of the luminaire can be adjusted within
the limits of the aiming diagram on pg. 4.
STEP 6:
To adjust the vertical angle, loosen both 1/2”–13 X 1.25” hex head bolts attaching Yoke
Arm. (Do NOT remove bolts.) Loosen only enough to allow rotation of the luminiare.
STEP 7:
Using the built in aiming sight at the top edge of the luminaire and the degree indicators
shown as a guide, rotate vertically the luminaire to the desired position and retighten the
bolts loosened in Step 6 to 35 ft.-lbs.

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two
conditions: (1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept
any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

CAN ICES-005 (A) / NMB-005 (A)

Signify North America Corporation
400 Crossing Blvd, Suite 600
Bridgewater, NJ 08807, USA
Phone: 855-486-2216
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